In the baryogenesis via leptogenesis scenario the self-energy contribution to the CP -violating parameter plays a very important role. Here, we calculate it in a simple toy model of leptogenesis using the Schwinger-Keldysh/Kadanoff-Baym formalism as starting point. We show that the formalism is free of the double-counting problem typical for the canonical Boltzmann approach. Within the toy model, medium effects increase the CP -violating parameter. In contrast to results obtained earlier in the framework of thermal field theory, the medium corrections are linear in the particle number densities. In the resonant regime quantum corrections lead to modified expressions for the CP -violating parameter and for the decay width. Most notably, in the maximal resonant regime the Boltzmann picture breaks down and an analysis in the full Kadanoff-Baym formalism is required.
I. INTRODUCTION
From the theoretical point of view the baryogenesis via leptogenesis scenario [1] is a very attractive explanation of the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe. One of its key ingredients is heavy Majorana neutrinos, whose CP -violating decays are responsible for the generation of a lepton asymmetry, i.e. for leptogenesis. The CP -violating parameter receives contributions from the vertex [1, 2] and self-energy [3] [4] [5] [6] diagrams. If the masses of the heavy neutrinos are strongly hierarchical, then the two contributions are comparable. However, if the mass spectrum is quasidegenerate then the self-energy contribution is resonantly enhanced and becomes considerably larger than the one from the vertex diagram. The resonant enhancement of the CP -violating parameter allows one to bring the scale of leptogenesis down to ∼ 1 TeV [6, 7] . This scenario is very interesting from the experimental point of view since it is potentially accessible in accelerator experiments [8] .
In state-of-the-art calculations the self-energy CPviolating parameter is evaluated in vacuum and then used to calculate the asymmetry generated by the decays of the heavy neutrinos in the hot and dense medium. In this approximation the possibly important medium effects are neglected from the very beginning. One can take them into account systematically by using the SchwingerKeldysh/Kadanoff-Baym formalism [9] or approximate self-consistent equations derived from the KadanoffBaym equations (see [2, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] for related work).
The Kadanoff-Baym formalism provides a powerful framework for studying nonequilibrium processes within * mathias.garny@ph.tum.de † andreas.hohenegger@mpi-hd.mpg.de ‡ alexander.kartavtsev@mpi-hd.mpg.de § manfred.lindner@mpi-hd.mpg.de quantum field theory. However, it is technically considerably more involved than the canonical Boltzmann approach. For this reason, we apply it here to a simple toy model which we have already used in [2] to investigate the vertex contribution. The Lagrangian contains one complex and two real scalar fields:
whereb denotes the complex conjugate of b. Here and in the following we assume summation over repeating indices, unless otherwise specified. Despite its simplicity, the model incorporates all features relevant for leptogenesis. The real scalar fields imitate the (two lightest) heavy right-handed neutrinos, whereas the complex scalar field models the baryons. The U (1) symmetry, which we use to define "baryon" number, is explicitly broken by the presence of the last two terms, just as the B−L symmetry is explicitly broken by Majorana mass terms in phenomenological models. Thus the first Sakharov condition [23] is fulfilled. The couplings g i model the complex Yukawa couplings of the right-handed neutrinos to leptons and the Higgs. By rephasing the complex scalar field at least one of the couplings g i can be made real. If arg(g 1 ) = arg(g 2 ) the other one remains complex and there is CP -violation, as is required by the second Sakharov condition. In vacuum the self-energy contribution to the CP -violating parameter is given by:
where Γ j is the decay width of the heavy scalar ψ j . Note that the expression (2) has been obtained using the formalism developed in [6] . The formalism employed in [24] leads to a slightly different expression for the CP -violating parameter (see Appendix A for more details). The required deviation from thermal equilibrium is caused by the rapid expansion of the Universe. Thus the third Sakharov condition is fulfilled as well. Finally, the quartic self-interaction term in (1) plays the role of the Yukawa and gauge interactions in established models -it brings the "baryons" to equilibrium. The renormalizability of the theory requires the presence of some additional terms, which are accounted for by L rest . Here, we study the self-energy contribution to the CPviolating parameter in the hierarchical and quasidegenerate cases using the Schwinger-Keldysh/Kadanoff-Baym formalism as starting point. To make the discussion less technical we give the details of the calculation in the appendixes, whereas in the main body of the paper we sketch the derivation and present the results.
(i) As we argue in Sec. III, the formalism is free of the double-counting problem typical for the canonical Boltzmann approach. In other words the structure of the equations automatically ensures that the asymmetry vanishes in thermal equilibrium and no need for the real intermediate state (RIS) subtraction arises. This property has already been observed in case of the vertex contribution.
(ii) The medium corrections to the CP -violating parameter are only linear in the particle number densities. That is, our result differs from that obtained previously in the framework of equilibrium thermal field theory by replacing the zero temperature propagators with finite temperature propagators in the matrix elements used in the Boltzmann equation.
(iii) For scalars the medium effects always increase the CP -violating parameter, which in turn leads to an enhancement of the generated asymmetry.
(iv) The canonical expression for the CP -violating parameter is only applicable in the hierarchical case even though it does not diverge in the limit of equal masses. For quasidegenerate masses one has to take into account quantum corrections to the effective masses and decay widths of the heavy particles in medium, which leads to a modified expression for the CP -violating parameter.
(v) In the resonant regime quantum corrections also lead to an enhancement of the total in-medium decay widths. This results in a faster decay of the heavy particles and can increase the importance of the washout process.
(vi) In the maximal resonant regime the Boltzmann picture breaks down and we argue that an analysis in the full Kadanoff-Baym formalism is required.
In Sec. IV we present numerical solutions of the quantumcorrected Boltzmann equations, and discuss the quantitative impact of medium effects on the final asymmetry within the toy model. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarize the results and present our conclusions.
II. KINETIC EQUATION
The canonical approach to the calculation of the asymmetry generated at the epoch of leptogenesis is based on the use of Boltzmann equations. In the expanding Universe the Boltzmann equation for the toy-baryon distribution function f b can be written in the form [25] 
where all functions are evaluated at the same point (X, p) of the phase-space, D α is the covariant derivative and the quantities Σ ≶ correspond to the gain and loss terms. For decays into a pair of toy-baryons they are given by
where dΠ
] is the invariant momentumspace volume element. The analogous equations for the toy-antibaryon distribution function fb and the corresponding quantitiesΣ ≷ can be obtained from (3) and (4) by replacing the subscript b withb.
At tree level, see Fig. 1 (a), the decay is CP -conserving, that is |M|
There are two distinct contributions to the CP -violating parameter, the vertex [1, 2] and the self-energy [3, 5] ones. The leading-order self-energy contribution is generated by the one-loop self-energy diagram depicted in Fig. 1 mediate (ψ j ) toy-Majoranas are different (i = j) contribute to the CP -violating parameter. Summing the tree-level and the "off-diagonal" one-loop self-energy amplitudes one obtains |M| 2 ψi→bb = |M 0 | 2 (1 + ǫ i ) and |M| 2 bb→ψi = |M 0 | 2 (1 − ǫ i ). In the corresponding expressions for the "antibaryons" the signs in front of ǫ i are reversed. If these amplitudes are now substituted into Σ ≷ andΣ ≷ one finds that a nonzero asymmetry is generated even in thermal equilibrium, which is inconsistent with the CPT symmetry. This is a manifestation of the so-called double-counting problem typical for the canonical Boltzmann formalism. Let us briefly explain what that means. An inverse decay bb → ψ i immediately followed by a decay ψ i →bb is equivalent to the two-body scattering process bb → ψ i →bb where the intermediate toy-Majorana is on the mass shell. That is, the same contribution is taken into account twice: once when the decay and inverse decay processes are considered and once when the two-body scattering processes are considered. This problem is usually solved by subtracting the contribution of the on-shell intermediate state to the scattering amplitude [5, 6] . Roughly speaking, after the subtraction the amplitude of the inverse decay process bb → ψ i also becomes proportional to (1 + ǫ i ), which ensures that in thermal equilibrium no asymmetry is produced due to detailed balance.
In the canonical bottom-up approach, which has been outlined above, one uses elements of the S -matrix (inout formalism) to calculate the functions Σ ≷ . In contrast to that, in the top-down approach based on the Schwinger-Keldysh/Kadanoff-Baym [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] formalism, the functions Σ ≷ can be identified with self-energies and are derived, using nonequilibrium field theory techniques (see e.g. [38, 40] ), from the two-particle-irreducible (2PI) effective action 1 [42] formulated on the closed real-time path (in-in formalism). A two-loop contribution to the effective action and the corresponding contribution to the self-energy of the "baryons" are presented in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (c) respectively. Wigner-transforming the selfenergy we obtain [2] 
where
is the covariant generalization of the Dirac δ-function and G ij ≷ and D ≷ are the Wightman propagators of the real and complex fields respectively. In the Boltzmann-limit the 1 Note that there exists a straightforward generalization to a hierarchy of so-called nPI effective actions [41] . In general, for systems far from equilibrium and for strong couplings the 2-body decay is best described using 3PI. However, for leptogenesis, 2PI is sufficient since the CP-violation is dominated by the leading loop diagrams.
latter are related to the distribution function by
where in the quasiparticle approximation (see [2] for more details) the spectral function reads
In the same approximation the Wightman propagators of the toy-antibaryons,D ≷ , can be obtained from (6) by replacing f b with fb.
If the real scalar fields would not mix, i.e. if the offdiagonal components of the Wightman propagator were equal to zero, we could also write analogous expressions for the diagonal components:
with the spectral function given by
Because of the presence of the Dirac δ-function in (7) and (9) the integrations over k 0 and q 0 could then be performed trivially and we would recover (4) in the CPconserving limit.
A nonzero toy-baryon asymmetry can be generated only if Σ ≷ =Σ ≷ . Comparing (5a) and (5b) we see that if initially the system is symmetric, i.e. f b = fb, this amounts to the requirement that the Hermitian matrixĜ ≷ has complex off-diagonal components. If the off-diagonal components peak on the mass shell of the quasiparticle species, i.e. if they can be represented in the form
then the generation of the asymmetry can be analyzed in terms of CP -violating parameters. Substituting (10) into (5) we find
To calculate the decomposition coefficients ε i we use the nonequilibrium formulation of the Schwinger-Dyson equation, which is discussed in the following section.
III. CP-VIOLATING PARAMETER
Just like in the canonical analysis [5, 6] the starting point of our analysis is the Schwinger-Dyson equation
where G ij is the full dressed propagator of the "heavy neutrinos", G ij is the diagonal propagator of the free fields and Π ij is the self-energy. In the two-loop approximation, see Fig. 2 , the self-energy is given by
where D(x, y) is the full propagator of the complex scalar field andD(x, y) ≡ D(y, x). Note that the arguments of the two-point functions and self-energy are defined on the positive and negative branches of the Schwinger-Keldysh closed real-time contour C [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] shown in Fig. 14.
If we multiply (12) by G from the right, decompose the full propagator and the self-energy into statistical and spectral components and integrate over the contour, we obtain a system of so-called Kadanoff-Baym equations for the statistical propagator and spectral function (see Appendix B). Within leptogenesis, the light particle species are usually assumed to be very close to kinetic equilibrium. Translated to the toy model, this means that the toy-baryons described by the propagators D(x, y) andD(x, y) are close to equilibrium. In this case, one can approximate the full Kadanoff-Baym equations by quantum kinetic equations, and find approximate analytic solutions of these equations. Using these solutions, it is possible to explicitly obtain the decomposition coefficients ε i , which then yield the corresponding CP -violating parameters ǫ i as described above. This approach is pursued in Appendix B. In this section we will use an alternative approach, which essentially relies on the same assumptions, but is somewhat more elegant.
In the following, we use a compact matrix notation for Eq. (12), where we denote the matrices by a hat, e.g.Ĝ ≡ (G ij ). Let us split the self-energy matrixΠ into the diagonalΠ and off-diagonalΠ ′ components and introduce a diagonal propagatorĜ defined by the equationĜ
Subtracting (14) from (12) we find
Multiplying (15) byĜ from the left, byĜ from the right and integrating over the contour C we obtain a formal solution for the full nonequilibrium propagator:
The invariant volume element, D 4 u ≡ √ −gd 4 u , where g ≡ det g µν , ensures that (16) can be applied to the analysis of out-of-equilibrium dynamics not only in Minkowski, but also in a general curved space-time [19] . Using the decomposition
and an analogous relation for the self-energy we can split (16) into spectral and statistical components. These are related to the Wightman propagators bŷ
Because of the sign C function in the decomposition of the two-point function and self-energy the integrals over the closed-time-path contour in (16) reduce to integrals over parts of the uv plane; see Appendix C. Introducing the retarded and advanced propagators,
and also the retarded and advanced self-energies we can represent the resulting expressions as integrals over the whole uv plane. Finally, building the linear combinations (18) we find for the Wightman propagatorŝ
Using (18) and (19) we can also derive formal solutions for the retarded and advanced propagators from (20) . They read
In thermal equilibrium the two-point functions and selfenergies in (20) and (21) depend only on the relative coordinate, s ≡ x− y, and are independent of the center coordinate, X ≡ 1 2 (x + y), i.e. are translationally invariant. As discussed above, we expect that the deviations from equilibrium are moderate. In this case, one can perform a gradient expansion of the two-point functions and the self-energies in the vicinity of X keeping only the leading terms. Performing the Wigner transformation, i.e. the Fourier transformation with respect to the relative coordinate (see Appendix B) we trade the relative coordinate s for a coordinate p in momentum space. Effectively, the Wigner transformation replaces the coordinate-space arguments (x, y) of each two-point function in (20) and (21) by the phase-space coordinates (X, p) and "removes" the double integration; see Appendix C. Combining the Wigner transforms of (20) and (21) we find for the full Wightman propagatorŝ
where all the functions are evaluated at the same point (X, p) of the phase-space. The term proportional toΠ ′ ≷ describes scattering [37] [38] [39] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and is irrelevant for us at the moment. Contracting the decay term with the product of the couplings in (5a) and using that, by construction, the propagators G are diagonal and Π ′ offdiagonal, we find
In (24) and all the equations below we implicitly assume summation over all j = i.
A very important feature of (23) is that the loop corrections ∆ i b are the same for both the gain and loss terms (i.e. for the > and < components), respectively. To obtain an equivalent result in the canonical approach one needs to apply the real intermediate state subtraction procedure [5, 6] . This means that, here, the structure of the equations automatically ensures that no asymmetry is generated in thermal equilibrium. Stated differently, the formalism is free of the double-counting problem and no need for RIS subtraction arises. This conclusion is in accordance with the corresponding result for the vertex contribution to the CP -violating parameter [2] .
Contracting the decay term with the product of the couplings in (5b) we obtain an expression similar to (23) but now with . The corresponding CP -violating parameter is given by
The first terms in (24) and (25) . Therefore, in agreement with (11) , the CP -violating parameter can be expressed as
Equation (23) also provides us with an expression for the total in-medium decay widths of the heavy particles:
where Γ i = |g i | 2 /(16πM i ) are the corresponding treelevel decay widths in vacuum.
The CP -violating parameter (27) is a function of the space-time coordinate X and four-momentum p. Note that in general p does not need to be on-shell. The onshell condition is determined by the diagonal components of the full propagator. The CP -violating parameter carries information about the off-diagonal components, compare Eq. (10) . Therefore, the conventional, "on-shell", interpretation of (27) is only applicable if the off-diagonal components of the full propagator peak at the same values of the momentum as the diagonal ones. Furthermore, if we want to use the Boltzmann equations forĜ to calculate the asymmetry, then the mass spectra of the diagonal (Ĝ) and full (Ĝ) propagators must be sufficiently close.
The value of the CP -violating parameter depends on the masses M i of the heavy species and the coupling constants g i or, alternatively, the decay widths Γ i . It is useful to discriminate between three cases, namely
where ∆M
As we will argue in the following, the generation of the asymmetry can be studied approximately in the Boltzmann picture using the above CP -violating parameter in the strongly hierarchical and resonant cases, but not in the maximal resonant case.
A. Strongly hierarchical case
In this subsection, we derive the CP -violating parameter in the strongly hierarchical limit, M 1 ≪ M 2 . As we shall see later, in the hierarchical case the denominator in Eq. (27) is close to unity. The same is true for the denominator of (28) . Therefore the in-medium decay widths Γ med i coincide with the tree-level ones. For the CP -violating parameter we obtain
It only remains to calculate the last term in (30) . Let us first analyze the self-energyΠ R . In a "baryonically" symmetric configuration the particles and antiparticles are interchangeable, so thatD(x, y) = D(x, y) (see Appendix F for a proof). In the following, we will use that the baryon asymmetry is small, i.e. D(x, y) ≃D(x, y). In this case the two terms of (13) combine to a symmetric matrix which is proportional to (g *
. To obtainΠ R (X, p) we decompose this matrix into a statistical and spectral part, multiply the spectral part with θ(x 0 − y 0 ) and perform the Wigner transformation. The result reads
where the superscript 's' refers to the "baryonically" symmetric configuration and D F is the statistical propagator of the complex field. In the quasiparticle approximation
The retarded and advanced propagator of the complex scalar field can be represented in
where in the quasiparticle approximation D ρ is given by (7) and D h = − P p 2 −m 2 ; see Eq. (G7). Consequently, in the symmetric configuration the retarded self-energy is given by a linear combination of two real-valued symmetric matrices: (32) where, to shorten the notation, we have introduced
For a homogeneous and isotropic system the one-particle distribution functions depend only on the Lorentzinvariant product ku, where k is the particles' momentum and u is the (constant) four-velocity of the medium with respect to the chosen frame of reference. Using this property, in Appendix G we evaluate L ρ on the mass shell of the i'th quasiparticle:
and p are the components of the four-momentum p of the heavy scalar in the rest-frame of the medium, and 
where E max = E i + r|p| and E min = E i − r|p| are the largest and smallest kinematically allowed energies of the light scalars produced in the decay ψ i → bb.
As we show in Appendix B, analogously to (32) the Wigner transforms of the retarded and advanced propagators can be represented as linear combinations of two Hermitian matrices. Applied to the matrixĜ this implies that it splits into two real-valued diagonal matrices:
In the hierarchical case we can neglect the finite decay widths of the quasiparticle species and approximate G jj ρ by (9) . It diverges on the mass shell of the j'th quasiparticle and is zero everywhere else. Because of the presence of G ii ≷ in (23), the CP -violating parameter (30) must be evaluated on the mass shell of the i'th quasiparticle. Since the product of G ii ≷ and G jj ρ vanishes in the quasiparticle approximation, we conclude that only the G h term contributes. It is given by [19] 
In vacuum the tree-level decay width of the heavy species is given by Γ i = |g i | 2 /(16πM i ). Therefore, we can rewrite the diagonal components of the spectral self-energy in the form Π (32) and (36) into (30), and evaluating the momentum on-shell, p 2 = M 2 i , we then obtain for the CPviolating parameter
For massless toy-baryons in vacuum L ρ = 1 and we recover the classical result (2). In the strongly hierarchical limit, one can neglect the decay width Γ j in the denominator of (38) . In this case,
This result is identical to the one for the vertex contribution [2] . The CP -violating parameter is given by a sum of vacuum and medium contributions. From Eq. (35), we find that the medium contributions are proportional to the one-particle distribution function, which is positive. Hence, for the scalar toy model and the strongly hierarchical limit considered here, the self-energy contribution to the CP -violating parameter is always enhanced by the medium effects.
Note that the medium contribution depends only on the distribution function of the toy-baryons and is independent of that of the toy-Majoranas. Since we expect the light scalars to be close to kinetic equilibrium at all times, it is instructive to estimate the size of the corrections in thermal equilibrium. In the hierarchical limit the asymmetry is predominantly generated by the decay of the lighter toy-Majorana. Inserting a Bose-Einstein distribution (BE) or a Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution function we obtain for the ratio of the corresponding CP -violating parameter and its vacuum value:
MB .
The temperature-and momentum dependence of the medium correction in the range of typical momenta |p| ∼ T is shown in the shaded areas in Fig. 3 for the BE and MB cases, respectively. We also show the CP -violating parameter ǫ 1 obtained by averaging Eq. (38) over the momentum |p|. As expected, The shaded areas correspond to the range 0.25 ≤ |p|/T ≤ 4 of momenta |p| of the decaying particle ψ1 with respect to the rest-frame of the medium. Here we assumed a thermal BoseEinstein (BE) or Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution for b/b with vanishing chemical potential. In the low-temperature limit (NR), the vacuum value is approached. In the hightemperature limit (UR), the CP -violating parameter is enhanced within the toy model. We also show the thermally averaged CP -violating parameter ǫ1 for the BE (red longdashed line) and MB (blue dashed line) cases.
As we have argued above, the conventional interpretation of the CP -violating parameter is only possible if the off-diagonal components of the full propagator peak at the same values of the momentum as the diagonal ones. In Fig. 4 we show the qualitative behavior of the components of the diagonal and full spectral functions as obtained from Eq. (B50). As one can infer from the plot, the off-diagonal components G ij ρ do peak at the same values of the momentum argument as the diagonal ones. Furthermore, the peaks of G ii ρ and G ii ρ are almost indistinguishable. Therefore we can use the Boltzmann equations for the diagonal propagatorsĜ to calculate the asymmetry.
To conclude this section, let us estimate the range of applicability of (38) . It was obtained by approximating the denominator of (27) by unity. SinceĜ †
Evaluated on the mass-shell of the i'th quasiparticle, the retarded propagator,
is of the order of the inverse splitting of the squared masses, 1/∆M 2 . Thus the contribution |G
2 ). In the hierarchical limit these ratios are much smaller than unity and the denominator of (27) can well be approximated by 1. On the contrary, in the quasidegenerate case the corrections can become large and (38) is no longer applicable.
B. Resonant case
If the spectrum of heavy (toy-)neutrinos is quasidegenerate, |M 1 − M 2 |/M 1 ≪ 1, the CP -violation parameter (2) predicts a resonant enhancement of the generated asymmetry, known as resonant leptogenesis [6] . Because of the enhancement, this scenario allows to circumvent the lower bound on the lightest right-handed neutrino mass M 1 10 9 GeV typical for thermal leptogenesis [49] . Therefore, resonant leptogenesis is discussed as a possibility to evade constraints from the production of gravitinos due to their impact on big bang nucleosynthesis, associated with the necessity of reheating temperatures well above M 1 in the hierarchical case [50] . Furthermore, it has even been argued that the resonant enhancement could lower the scale of right-handed neutrinos to the TeV range, with possible implications for collider experiments [8, [51] [52] [53] . Therefore, it is important to check whether the conventional Boltzmann treatment which uses the canonical CP -violation parameter (2) agrees with the nonequilibrium field theory description in the quasidegenerate limit.
Let us start by noting that the result (38) for the CPviolating parameter in the strongly hierarchical limit formally agrees with the canonical result (2) even in the quasidegenerate case. However, its derivation did involve approximations that break down in the resonant case. We will now revisit this derivation, starting from Eq. (27), without the above approximations. As explained, the denominator of (27) can significantly deviate from unity in the resonant case, which we take into account here. Using Eq. (40) we find
Note again that we implicitly assume summation over j = i in the enumerator and the denominator, respectively.
From Eqs. (40) and (32) we see that the denominator of (42) involves the self-energy Π ij h , which is logarithmically UV-divergent. It can be renormalized by including a mass counterterm. As shown in Appendix D, this amounts to the replacementsĜ →Ĝ ren , and
For our purposes, it is convenient to use an on-shell renormalization scheme, for which
where Π Note that, in vacuum, the self-energy is timeindependent and depends only on p 2 due to Lorentz invariance (there is no medium which singles out a preferred frame). Note also that the six independent counterterms described by the symmetric two-by-two matrices δẐ and δM 2 are fully determined by the above renormalization conditions. For the renormalized self-energy in medium, we find (see Appendixes A and G)
where, in the medium rest-frame (for i, j = 1, 2),
It is also straightforward to generalize the decomposition (32) to the renormalized case. While the imaginary part L ρ (X, p) is not affected, we define (for i, j = 1, 2)
Since we will only use the renormalized quantities from now on, we omit the superscript 'ren' for brevity. Then, using also (36), we find The propagators and the components of the self-energy in (48) are functions of the center coordinate X and the four-momentum p. In general, the components of p are not related by the on-shell condition, so that (48) describes CP -violating effects in the decays of onand off-shell toy-Majoranas. However, if
is determined by the equation
An effective, momentum-dependent mass can be defined by the relation
2 , which implies
By means of Eq. (50) we take the mass-shift of the inmedium masses,
The contributions of off-shell momenta can be partially taken into account by evaluating the CP -violating parameter at a complex value of p determined by
. However, note that this approach (just as the original result (48) , which is valid also off-shell) requires the use of an off-shell generalization of the Boltzmann equations.
a thermal medium, they correspond to thermal masses. Even though the mass shifts δM i are small compared to M i , they can be important for the mass difference in the quasidegenerate case.
Finally, we evaluate Eq. (48) for p 0 = E med i , using Eqs. (41) and (36) . We obtain the following result for the CP -violating parameter:
encodes the medium correction discussed already in the hierarchical case, obtained by replacing
in (35) . The denominator consists of two contributions, weighted by the parameters
Furthermore, the degeneracy parameter,
is given by the difference of the in-medium ("thermal") masses of the heavy toy-neutrinos, plus logarithmic corrections (here we display the superscript 'ren' again for clarity):
As we have already mentioned, the resonance effects modify not only the CP -violating parameters, but also the total decay widths of the heavy particles; see Eq. (28) . Using the functions and definitions introduced above we can write the in-medium decay widths in the form
In the limit |M
the CP -violating parameter (51) converges toward the result (38) for the hierarchical case. Our result for the resonant case, Eq. (51), describes the leading corrections when the above ratio becomes sizable. However, one should keep in mind that, in the "maximal resonant" case, where the decay width is comparable to the mass difference, the Boltzmann picture breaks down. The following simple argument supports this statement: To a good approximation the spectral functions G ii ρ of the heavy fields have a Breit-Wigner shape. To evaluate the gain and loss terms (5) we have to integrate over the frequency k 0 of the heavy particles' propagator. If the distance between the peaks of the spectral function is considerably larger than the decay widths, the integration reduces to two independent integrations in the vicinities of the corresponding mass shells. Thus, we can identify two independent quasiparticle excitations with the corresponding distribution functions f ψ1 and f ψ2 and the CP -violating parameters ǫ 1 and ǫ 2 which contribute to the generation of the asymmetry. On the other hand, if the decay width is comparable to the difference of the masses, then the peaks of the spectral functions overlap and neither the distribution functions, nor the CP -violating parameters, are well-defined. In are shifted as compared to those for the diagonal spectral function G ii ρ . In other words, using the Boltzmann equation for the diagonal propagatorsĜ to calculate the generated asymmetry is no longer a good approximation because of the off-shell effects. Moreover, since the microscopic time scales (t mic ∼ ∆M −1 ) and the macroscopic time scales (t mac ∼ Γ −1 ) can be of the same order of magnitude in the "maximal resonant" regime, the memory effects can play an important role. Thus we conclude that in this case, one should use the quantum kinetic equations discussed in Appendix B, which take off-shell effects into account, or even the full nonlocal quantum evolution equations discussed in Appendix E, which also capture memory and correlation effects.
With these considerations in mind, let us now analyze the Kadanoff-Baym/Schwinger-Keldysh result (51) for the CP -violating parameter in the resonant (but not maximal resonant) regime, for some particular cases of interest. For definiteness we concentrate here on ǫ 1 , i.e. i = 1, j = 2 assuming that M 1 < M 2 . In terms of the ratio
the condition of validity for the Boltzmann-treatment can be expressed as R ≫ 1. The hierarchical limit corresponds to R → ∞. In the following we study the leading corrections in 1/R. In order to separate medium and resonance corrections, we first consider the vacuum limit f b(b) → 0. The renormalization prescription Eqs. (44) 
(57) Therefore, in the vacuum limit the degeneracy parameter is given by
For |g j |/M j ≪ 1, the loop correction can be safely neglected. Thus, in the vacuum limit the CP -violating parameter is approximately given by
Compared to the conventional result (2) the width in the denominator is effectively changed according to Γ j → |s CP |Γ j . Since |s CP | ≤ 1, this means that for fixed values of R and δ CP the result above is always larger compared to the conventional one. This property may be attributed to the fact that the Kadanoff-Baym formalism takes a resummation of resonant contributions into account. Note that, if taken at face value, the expression (59) for ǫ vac i
formally has a peak at R * ∼ |s CP |, with maximum |ǫ * i | = |c CP | and width ∼ |s CP |Γ j . The width reduces to zero in the limit of vanishing CP -violation, δ CP → 0, although the peak value remains finite. On the contrary, for the conventional result (2) one has R * ∼ 1, |ǫ * i | = |s CP c CP | and a width ∼ Γ j . However, we stress that the result should only be trusted in the regime where R ≫ 1, and can be modified significantly by medium effects.
There are two sources of medium corrections in the resonant case. The first is the contribution from the spectral (imaginary) part of the self-energy loop, given by L ρ in Eq. (51). This contribution is known already from the hierarchical case; see Eq. (38) as well as Fig. 3 . The second contribution stemming from the real part of the self-energy loop, given by L med h , enters via the thermal masses and also via the "logarithmic" corrections.
For
The term in square brackets is of second order in the mass-squared difference and can be neglected. Assuming in addition |g j | 2 ≪ M 2 j , the degeneracy parameter is approximately given by
In the quasi degenerate limit it is plausible to assume that also the couplings are quasi degenerate, |g 1 | 2 ≃ |g 2 | 2 . In this case, the thermal corrections stemming from the dispersive part of the self-energy cancel approximately. In general, the thermal corrections could also be larger than the mass-splitting of the vacuum masses. If the vacuum masses are quasi degenerate, this would destroy the resonance condition. However, also the opposite case is possible, namely ∆ ij could become tiny due to a cancellation of the vacuum masses and the thermal corrections for a certain temperature. Then the resonant enhancement would occur only close to this particular temperature. We do not pursue these possibilities further here. Assuming, for simplicity, that the thermal contributions in Eqs. (61) and (62) are subdominant, we can summarize the results for the medium-and resonance corrections to the CP -violating parameter as follows:
The first two expressions follow directly from Eq. (2) and Eq. (38), respectively. The third one approximates the resonant result, Eq. (51), for R 5.
In Fig. 6 we spond to the hierarchical case and there is no difference between the two approximations. On the other hand, for small values of R the corrections are substantial. For instance for R = 10 the expression without resonance corrections underestimates the CP -violating parameter by a factor of two at high temperatures. Since typically most of the asymmetry is generated at T ∼ M 1 , it is instructive to look at the CP -violating parameter as a function of the degeneracy parameter R at T = M 1 .
In Fig. 7 we present the R-dependence of the conventional vacuum approximation for the CP -violating parameter, Eq. (2), the hierarchical approximation in medium, Eq. (38) , and the resonant expression, Eq. (51), respectively. Very large values of R correspond to M 2 ≫ M 1 . In this case the resonance effects are suppressed and all three expressions go to zero ∝ R −1 . For smaller values of R we observe a significant deviation of the CPviolating parameter from its vacuum value, which is due to medium effects. Finally for even smaller values of R the resonant effects become important and we observe a deviation of the CP -violating parameter from its value calculated in the hierarchical approximation.
The effective decay widths Γ med i
are also enhanced by the medium and resonance effects. The enhancement increases with the temperature; see Fig. 8 . Furthermore, it strongly depends on the values of the degeneracy parameter R, as can be seen in Fig. 9 . Even for reasonable values of the degeneracy parameter the effective decay width can be twice as large as in vacuum. This leads to a faster decay of the toy-Majoranas. Also the inverse decay processes are more efficient in washing out the asymmetry. In other words, the increase in the generated asymmetry due to the enhancement of the CP -violating parameter can be partially compensated by the increase of the inmedium decay widths. Let us also note that the observed enhancement of the total in-medium decay widths could be very important in the scenarios with very small values of the degeneracy parameter [54, 55] .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the moment we consider numerical solutions only for the strongly hierarchical case, as the resonant case is more involved and one cannot obtain consistent Boltzmann equations for the maximal resonant case. To obtain the Boltzmann equations for f b and fb we integrate Eqs. (3) and the corresponding equation forb, together with Eq. (5), over p 0 . The Boltzmann equations for f ψi are obtained from Eq. (B52). As one can infer from Fig. 4 , in the hierarchical case the off-diagonal components of the full propagatorsĜ are subdominant and the diagonal components ofĜ are almost identical to those of G. Therefore, we can neglect the off-diagonal components in the kinetic equations (B52) for the full propagatorsĜ ≷ and approximate them by the kinetic equations (B53) for the corresponding diagonal propagatorŝ G ≷ . The Boltzmann equations are then obtained after using the Kadanoff-Baym ansatz (8) and the quasiparticle approximation (9) .
We solve the coupled system of Boltzmann equations in the spatially homogeneous and isotropic case in (spatially flat and radiation dominated) FriedmanRobertson-Walker space-time. They take the form
where H ≡ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter. As usual, the integrations over the time components of each of the invariant four-volume elements in the collision terms can be performed trivially after the quasiparticle approximations for the spectral functions have been inserted.
The resulting system of Boltzmann equations takes the same form as the one presented in [2] for the vertex contributions. As in the vertex case the structure differs from the usual one obtained in the conventional bottom-up approach. In particular, we do not need to include the RIS part of the collision terms for the processes bb ↔bb because our collision terms for the processes bb ↔ ψ 1 andbb ↔ ψ 1 do not suffer from the generation of an asymmetry in equilibrium. The form of these equations is also necessary to guarantee cancellation of the gain-and loss-term contributions in equilibrium when the quantum statistical terms are present. This structure can be translated directly from the toy-model to established scenarios of leptogenesis and baryogenesis by analogy. Therefore, we consider it as important, also for phenomenological studies, and repeat it here:
Here, C i↔f denotes the collision term for a process i → f . The collision terms for the 2 − 2 scattering processes in (65a) are given by
Replacing f b with fb in Eqs. (66) one obtains the analogous terms in the equation forb. The collision terms in Eq. (65c) are obtained by inserting the diagonal components of the self-energy Eq. (F5) into Eq. (B53):
In the framework of the toy model the CP -violating parameter for the self-energy loop contributions ǫ i given in Eq. (38), in the strongly hierarchical limit M 2 ≫ M 1 , differs by just a (symmetrization) factor 1/2 from the vertex contributions. It appears explicitly in the collision terms for the (inverse) decay of ψ 1 into bb orbb:
The network of Boltzmann equations (65) should be understood in a generalized sense. The "amplitudes" which appear here differ from the usual perturbative matrix elements and do not share their symmetry properties.
In order to study the effect of the quantum corrections, we can again compare the results obtained by integrating the network of Boltzmann equations with quantum-corrected ǫ 1 (|p|) with the corresponding ones in the vacuum limit ǫ vac 1 . The computation is started at sufficiently high temperatures so that all species, including ψ 1 with mass M 1 = 10 10 GeV, have relativistic initial distributions. In addition, we assume that the interactions are in chemical equilibrium in the beginning, i.e. µ ψ1 = 2µ b = 2µb. We start with sufficiently negative chemical potentials µ b as to avoid Bose-Einstein condensation of the different species 5 .
We choose the coupling λ (and g i via ǫ 1 and κ) such that the 2 − 2 scattering rates are much larger than those of the decays and inverse decays. This assures that the light species are kept in kinetic equilibrium, as in the standard leptogenesis scenario. As shown in [2] there is no need to compute the collision integrals for 2 − 2 scattering explicitly in this case. This means that they can be described in terms of four parameters µ b , T b and µb, Tb which obey the relation Tb = T b . Hence, we studied the evolution of f b and fb in terms of only three parameters. In contrast, the full equation for ψ 1 was discretized 5 As was explained in [2] this necessity arises here, because we consider the system (65)-(68) as closed so that there are no interactions which can remove the produced over-densities of b's andb's from the system. Therefore b andb can in principle undergo Bose-Einstein condensation, which we avoid by choosing µ b and µb appropriately. Such interactions will be present in a phenomenological scenario. Whether the possibility of BoseEinstein condensation exists in such scenarios will have to be answered by solving appropriate kinetic equations. on a grid with 400 momentum modes and solved simultaneously. For this purpose, homogeneity and isotropy was assumed, so that the angular integration can be performed as in [56] in a rather general case or in the appendix of [2] for the present special case. As shown in Fig. 10 , for small washout parameters,
the distribution function can deviate significantly from the equilibrium form (for which the curves would be straight lines). An equilibrium form would be a necessary assumption to obtain rate equations. The generated "baryon" asymmetry is defined as
where n b and nb are the number densities of species b and b and s is the standard cosmological entropy density [25] . We denote the analogous quantity, corresponding to the solution for ǫ for various values of the washout parameter. Comparing it to the thermal equilibrium result in Fig. 3 one sees a flattening for small M 1 /T which is caused by the finite chemical potential of b andb in the initial conditions. One would obtain larger corrections if additional interactions for b andb would be introduced in order to start with smaller chemical potentials.
The generated "baryon" asymmetry does not depend monotonously on the washout parameter κ when the medium corrections are taken into account. This can be inferred from Fig. 12 where the dependence of the final asymmetries η = η(M 1 /T → ∞) and η vac = η vac (M 1 /T → ∞) are presented. In the present case, where b andb are bosons, the quantum corrections always lead to an enhancement of the asymmetry compared to the results without the corrections and the asymmetry η has a maximum for moderate washout factors κ ≃ 0.059. The maximum of the relative enhancement of about 26% is reached at κ ≃ 0.34. The enhancement of ǫ 1 due to the quantum corrections is suppressed at large washout factors, since the same processes which create and diminish the asymmetry, are effective at late times, where the CP -violating parameter takes smaller values (compare Fig. 11 ). In the opposite case of small κ, the particles decay late so that the washout is ineffective. However, the interval of integration in Eq. (35) is located at relatively large momenta since the mass increasingly dominates the relativistic energies as the momenta are red shifted to smaller values. This means that the integration is over an interval in which the distribution fb becomes smaller and smaller. Therefore, the relative quantum corrections go to zero for small κ.
This interpretation of the results was already given in [2] as they are the same for the vertex and self-energy contributions in the hierarchical limit. We can here draw the additional conclusion that the combined effect from both contributions is the same in this limit. This is important since they could in principle have opposite effects. This is not the case as the self-energy and vertex CP -violating parameters differ only by a positive prefactor, just as in the vacuum case. However, differences between the two can appear in the resonant regime. In this case the expressions for the vertex and self-energy contributions to ǫ i have a different momentum dependence. Additionally, in general one has to take into account a further Boltzmann equation for the second heavy species ψ 2 , which is currently being studied. We would like to stress again that the size and sign of the corrections depend on the quantum statistics of the particles in the vertex-and selfenergy loops and will be different in a phenomenological scenario.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have studied leptogenesis in a simple toy model consisting of one complex and two real scalar fields in a top-down approach, using the SchwingerKeldysh/Kadanoff-Baym formalism as starting point. This treatment, based on nonequilibrium quantum field theory techniques, is motivated by the fact that it allows a unified description of two key ingredients of lepto-genesis, namely deviation from thermal equilibrium and loop-induced CP -violation.
We find that the structure of the kinetic equations automatically ensures that no asymmetry is produced in thermal equilibrium. In other words there is no need for the real intermediate state subtraction, i.e. the formalism is free of the double-counting problem typical for the canonical approach.
One of the key quantities in leptogenesis is the CPviolating parameter. Earlier studies have shown that there are two sources of CP -violation, the vertex and the self-energy contribution. In this work, we have concentrated on the latter. We have found that for scalar fields medium effects increase the self-energy contribution to the CP -violating parameter.
Contrary to the results obtained earlier in the framework of thermal field theory by replacing the zero temperature propagators with finite temperature propagators in the matrix elements of the Boltzmann equation, the medium corrections depend only linearly on the particle number densities.
Although the formal description of the self-energy and vertex contributions to the CP -violating parameter is technically quite different, the results for both are very similar qualitatively and, in the hierarchical case, even quantitatively. In this work, we additionally studied the quasidegenerate case, for which the self-energy contribution is essential.
We have shown that the canonical expression for the self-energy CP -violating parameter is only applicable in the hierarchical case, even though it does not diverge in the limit of equal masses. In the resonant regime the interactions modify the mass spectrum of the quasiparticle excitations. Furthermore, using the Kadanoff-Baym formalism, it is possible to take a resummation of resonant contributions into account. Both effects lead to changes in the expression for the CP -violating parameter. For moderate values of the degeneracy parameter R the resonance corrections can enhance the CP -violating parameter by a factor of two. Therefore, it is important to take these corrections into account in numerical simulations.
Another important effect is the resonant and medium enhancement of the total decay widths. It leads to a faster decay of the heavy particles and more efficient washout of the generated asymmetry. Therefore, the increase in the generated asymmetry due to the enhancement of the CP -violating parameter can be partially compensated by the increase of the in-medium decay widths.
In the "maximal resonant" regime the Boltzmann picture is no longer applicable. This can be attributed to the fact, that in this regime the peaks of the spectral functions of the heavy (toy-)neutrino fields overlap and it is no longer possible to unambiguously define quasiparticles and one-particle distribution functions. Furthermore, the off-diagonal components of the correlation functions no longer have two pronounced peaks and therefore it is not possible to describe the mixing effects in terms of the corresponding on-shell CP -violating parameters. Consequently, in this regime the calculation of the generated asymmetry requires us to use at least two-by-two matrix equations for the diagonal and off-diagonal components of the propagators of the heavy fields with (in general) off-shell momenta. These can be obtained from the quantum kinetic equations by dropping the Poisson brackets on the right-hand side. Furthermore, since the microscopic time scales (t mic ∼ ∆M −1 ) and the macroscopic time scales (t mac ∼ Γ −1 ) can be of the same order of magnitude in the maximal resonant regime, memory effects can play an important role. Taking both off-shell and memory effects into account consistently requires the use of the full system of Kadanoff-Baym equations.
The formalism developed in this paper also provides a powerful tool for analyzing quantum nonequilibrium effects induced by the expansion of the early Universe. In particular, there is a small additional "spontaneous" contribution to the CP -violation in the system similar to that encountered in electroweak baryogenesis [57] [58] [59] [60] This effect will be investigated in a forthcoming paper [61] .
Appendix A: CP-violating parameter
In this appendix, we review the calculation of the selfenergy contribution to the CP -violating parameter in vacuum, ǫ
Since the toy-Majoranas are unstable, they cannot appear as in-or out-states of S-matrix elements. Instead, their properties are defined by S-matrix elements for scattering of stable particles mediated by the unstable neutrino [62] . Resumming the propagator of the intermediate heavy state, we can separate two-body scattering processes in resonance contributions and the rest. The CP -violating part of the resonance contribution can then be interpreted as a characteristic of the on-shell intermediate toy-Majorana [5, 63] . The amplitude of the schannel two-body scattering process bb →bb (see Fig. 13 ) can conveniently be expressed as
where Γ states, and G ij are the full propagators obtained by resumming an infinite series of toy-Majorana self-energy graphs [5] .
The resummation can be performed using the Schwinger-Dyson equation in vacuum:
At one-loop level the self-energy Π ij reads
and ∆ ≡ ǫ −1 − γ + 4π contains the divergent contribution. To renormalize the mass and the self-energy we introduce the wave-function and mass counterterms to the Lagrangian:
where δZ ij and δM 2 ij are symmetric two-by-two matrices. This implies that the renormalized self-energy is given by
In the on-shell renormalization scheme the dispersive parts of the components of the renormalized self-energy must satisfy the conditions
Using (A6) and (A7) and the explicit form of the bare self-energy we calculate δZ ij and δM 2 ij . Substituting them into (A6) we find
Inverting (A2) we obtain for the components of the renormalized resummed propagator:
Because of the presence of absorptive terms in (A8) the determinant of the inverse propagator in (A9) has two poles in the complex plane at
where Γ i = |g i | 2 /16πM i is the tree-level decay width of ψ i . Expanding (A9) around the poles and substituting the leading expansion terms to (A1) we find [6] 
The modulo squared of the bb →bb scattering amplitude is then given by
The Breit-Wigner propagators in the diagonal terms of (A13) strongly peak on the mass shell of the quasiparticles, i.e. at s = M 2 i and rapidly decrease off the mass shell. In the limit of vanishing decay widths
then the two Breit-Wigner propagators do not overlap and we can neglect the cross terms in (A13). In other words, in this approximation the resonant (real intermediate state) part of the amplitude is given by
should also be evaluated at s = M 2 i . As follows from (A12) to leading order in the couplings its modulo squared can be represented in the form
Using the explicit form of the renormalized self-energy (A8) we obtain for the CP -violating parameters ǫ i in vacuum:
Because of the presence of the M j Γ j term in the denominator of (A17), it does not diverge if M i → M j . However, the condition |M
is not satisfied in this case and therefore the approximations we have made to derive (A17) are not valid in this limit. Let us also note that due to approximation (A14) the CP -violating parameter (A17) characterizes on-shell heavy particles.
Integrals of the left-and right-hand sides of (A14) over s are equal only if we integrate in the range from −∞ to +∞. But in the s−channel the momentum transfer squared is always positive. Moreover, the functions V i we have made an approximation which, strictly speaking, is only valid in the limit Γ i → 0. We could perform the integration more carefully and take the finite widths Γ i into account using Cauchy's integral theorem and evaluating V A(B) i at the poles
This leads to a slightly different expression for the CPviolating parameter [24] :
Equation (A18) can be considered as a better estimate of the CP -violating effects in the system. However, since the on-shell approximation (A14) no longer applies, one can not interpret (A18) as an expression for the CPviolating parameter of an on-shell state. In other words, strictly speaking, (A18) would require us to use an offshell generalization of the Boltzmann equation. Let us also note that in the case |M
which we have considered here, the difference between the two expressions for the CP -violating parameter can be neglected.
The bilinear external source is a n-by-n matrix with the property K ij (x, y) = K ji (y, x), where n = 2 in the toymodel. Note that the field and the external sources are defined on the positive and negative branches of a closed real-time contour; see Fig. 14 . Throughout this work, we use the compact notation of Ref. [29] , which avoids the doubling of the degrees of freedom. In particular, note that the indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} refer to the two real scalar fields ψ i in the toy model. The functional derivatives of the generating functional for connected Green's functions, W = −i ln Z, with respect to the external sources read
is the expectation value of the field operator. The propagator G ji is a n-by-n matrix; its off-diagonal components describe the mixing of the two fields. We emphasize again that the indices refer to the field content, and have nothing to do with the branches of the time-contour. Performing a Legendre transform of the generating functional for connected Green's functions, we obtain the effective action
Its functional derivatives with respect to the expectation value and the propagator reproduce the external sources:
and g is the determinant of the space-time metric.
Shifting the fields by their expectation values ψ i → ψ i + Ψ i , we can rewrite the effective action in the form
Next, we tentatively write the effective action in the form
which defines the functional Γ 2 . Differentiation of the third term on the right-hand side with respect to the field propagators yields the inverse free propagators. Note that the latter one is diagonalin the absence of interactions the two fields do not mix:
The second term on the right-hand side is defined by the path integral
To calculate the functional derivative of ln det G −1 , we take into account that
After some algebra and use of (B8), we obtain
The functional derivative of (B6) with respect to G then reads
The considered physical situation corresponds to vanishing sources. Introducing the self-energy,
we can then rewrite (B10) in the form
As can be inferred from (B12), off-diagonal components of G ij are induced by off-diagonal components of Π ij . In the considered model they arise because both real scalars couple to the "baryons".
Kadanoff-Baym equations
Convolving the Schwinger-Dyson equations (B12) with G from the right and using (B8), we obtain
The statistical propagators and spectral functions are defined by
From the definitions (B14) it follows that
The time-ordered Schwinger-Keldysh propagator (which is the analogue of the Feynman propagator on the closed time path) is a linear combination of these functions:
Upon use of the signum-and δ-function differentiation rules, the action of the x operator on the second term in (B16) yields a product of g 00 δ(x 0 , y 0 ) and ∇ x 0 G ρij (x, y). Using the definition (B14) and the canonical commutation relations [64] lim
where π j = g 00 √ −g ∇ 0 ψ j , we find for the derivative of the spectral function
Multiplication of (B18) by g 00 δ(x 0 , y 0 ) then gives the generalized Dirac δ-function δ g (x, y)δ ij , which cancels the δ-function on the right-hand side of (B13). Furthermore, we decompose the self-energy according to
The resulting system of Kadanoff-Baym equations reads (see [40, 65] for more details):
In the limit of just one scalar field it reverts to the system derived in [19] . Numerical solutions of full KadanoffBaym equations, for systems involving effectively a single degree of freedom in the scalar sector, have been studied e.g. in [13, 14, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] .
Quantum kinetics
The system of Kadanoff-Baym equations can be rewritten in terms of the advanced and retarded propagators, G ij R and G ij A :
In order to close the system, Eqs. (B21) must be supplemented with the analogous equations for the retarded and advanced propagators:
From the definitions of the retarded and advanced propagators and relations (B15) one can infer that
Therefore, after interchanging x and y and then i and j in (B21), we obtain
The same operation applied to (B22) yields
Following the usual procedure, we introduce the center and relative coordinates X and s [73] . The Wigner transform of the statistical propagator is defined by
The definition of the Wigner transform of G ij ρ (X, s) differs from (B26) by an overall factor of −i. From (B15) it then follows that
where the hats denote the corresponding matrices and the superscript 'T' denotes transposition. As we see, the Wigner transforms are Hermitian matrices. The Wigner transforms of the retarded and advanced propagators are defined analogously to (B26). Using (B23) one can then show thatĜ
Just as in the case of a single real scalar field [19] , from the definitions of the Wigner transforms, relation (B23) and the equality θ(s 0 ) + θ(−s 0 ) = 1 it follows that
We could have derived Eqs. (B28) and (B29) using the spectral representation of the retarded and advanced propagatorŝ
The spectral representation also implies thatĜ R andĜ A can be represented as a linear combination of two Hermitian matrices:
Let us now subtract (B24) from (B21) and Wigner transform the left-and the right-hand sides of the resulting equation. On the right-hand side we neglect the memory effects, that is, we discard the θ function and replace X xz , X zy by X xy . Furthermore, we keep only terms at most linear in the Wigner transform of the covariant derivative D α ; see [19] for more details. Introducing the Poisson brackets,
the generalized Poisson brackets
we can rewrite the result in a compact form:
In the case of a single scalar field the commutator in (B33) vanishes and, using (B31), we can then show that the quantum kinetic equation (B35) for the spectral function and statistical propagator revert to those derived in [19] . After some algebra we rewrite the quantum kinetic equation for the spectral function in the form:
whereΩ
The quantum kinetic equations must be supplemented by the corresponding constraint equations. To derive these, we add up the Wigner-transforms of (B24) and (B21).
To linear order in the gradients the resulting constraint equations read
where we have introduced [Â,B] ⊕ ≡ÂB +B †Â † and {Â,B} P B⊕ ≡ {Â,B} P B + {B † ,Â † } P B to shorten the notation. In the case of a single scalar field (B38) revert to those derived in [19] . After some algebra we can again simplify the constraint equation for the spectral function:
To close the system of the constraint equations (B39) we have to derive the constraint equation for the function G h or, alternatively, for the retarded propagator:
B40) where the + operation is defined as the ⊕ operation but does not involve Hermitian conjugation. Unlike in the case of a single scalar field, the constraint equations (B39) and (B40) are not algebraic and cannot be solved easily. The solution of the algebraic part of (B39) and (B40) is not a solution of the complete differential equations. Therefore, we conclude that even to linear order in the gradients the spectrum of the mixing scalar fields depends on the derivative terms described by the Poisson brackets.
Solution in the equilibrium limit
Since in vacuum and in thermal equilibrium the system is homogeneous, isotropic and static the two-point functions are translationally invariant, i.e. do not depend on the center coordinate X. Therefore, in thermal equilibrium and in vacuum, the Poisson brackets (B32) vanish. In the following, we discuss the solutions of the constraint equations obtained by neglecting the Poisson brackets. However, we do not make use of any relations relying on periodic equilibrium boundary conditions. Therefore, the formal solutions should also be a reasonable approximation sufficiently close to equilibrium, when gradient contributions are small. In this case, (B40) reduces to an algebraic matrix equation. Its solution readŝ
From the definition (B34), relation (B28) and the analogous relations for the retarded and advanced self-energieŝ Π A(R) it then follows that
From relation (B31) it follows that
Using (B41) and (B42) we then find that in equilibrium and in vacuum
Similarly to (B44), the equilibrium (or vacuum) solution of the constraint equation for the statistical propagator is given bŷ
Note that unlike in (B44) the order of the retarded and advanced components is no longer arbitrary. Let us now splitΩ R(A) into off-diagonal and diagonal matrices, the latter being denoted byΩ R(A) . Next we define diagonal matriceŝ
and
whereΠ F (ρ) denotes the diagonal components of the selfenergy matricesΠ F (ρ) . Explicitly
(B48) In the quasiparticle approximation, i.e. in the limit of vanishing self-energy, the diagonal spectral function (B48) reverts to (9) . From (B46) we also obtain
In the quasiparticle approximation it reduces to (37) . Combining (B44) and (B45) with (B46) and (B47) we can express the full propagators in terms of the diagonal ones:
whereΠ ′ is the off-diagonal part ofΠ. From (18) and the definitions of the Wigner-transforms of the statistical propagator and spectral function it follows that the corresponding Wightman propagators are given bŷ
Inverting the resulting (two-by-two) matrices and taking into account that the products of Π ′ R(A) and G R(A) are off-diagonal we arrive at (22).
Boltzmann equation
To obtain Boltzmann equations we neglect the (conventional) Poisson brackets on the right-hand side of (B35). In the Boltzmann approximation the field's mass disappears in the difference of the diagonal components. However, the difference of the masses squared, ∆M
j , appears in the equations for the off-diagonal terms. Moving these terms to the right-hand side we find
where all the functions are evaluated at the same point (X, p) of the phase-space. Substituting the equilibrium solutions (B44) and (B45) into (B52) we see that its righthand side vanishes indeed. If all the matrices in (B52) were diagonal, it would revert to two independent systems of Boltzmann equations for the statistical propagator and spectral function:
Equation (B53b) is consistent with the fact, that for a single scalar field the solution for the spectral function (B48) is valid up to the first order in the gradients. This allows us to employ the Kadanoff-Baym ansatz for the statistical propagator,
ii ρ , and rewrite the original system of the Boltzmann equations (B53) as a Boltzmann equation for the distribution function f ψi . In the case of two mixing scalar fields the situation is quite different. The solution (B44) is valid only in equilibrium. As follows from (B38), out of equilibrium the off-diagonal components of the spectral function receive corrections linear in the gradients. Strictly speaking, this means that we can not introduce a generalized Kadanoff-Baym ansatz and reduce (B52) to a system of two equations for the one-particle distribution functions. In general, to analyze the generation of the asymmetry, one has to solve the system of the Boltzmann equations (B52) for the full spectral function and statistical propagator. Only when the off-diagonal components are subdominant (which is the case in the hierarchical and resonant regime, but not in the maximal resonant limit) one can approximate (B52) by (B53). The Boltzmann equations for the diagonal propagators (B53) do not contain the self-energy CP -violating parameter. Given that the contributions proportional to the vertex CP -violating parameter also cancel out in the Boltzmann equations for the real scalars [2] , this is an expected property.
Appendix C: Integration over the contour
In this appendix we calculate two integrals over the closed-time-path contour, shown in Fig. 14 , which are required for the derivation of the self-energy contribution to the CP -violating parameter in the Kadanoff-Baym formalism. Let us first consider the integral
Assuming that the two-point functions possess a decomposition into statistical and spectral components similar to Eq. (B16), we find
These formulas are required to obtain the right-hand side of (B20). Replacing A ρ and B ρ by A R and B A we can rewrite the right-hand side of (C2) as an integral over the whole u axis. From (C2) it also follows, that
Next we consider the integral
Since J(x, y) can be represented as an integral of a product of I(x, v) and C(v, y) over the contour, its spectral and statistical components are given by (C2) with A replaced by I. Furthermore, using (C3) we find
Building the linear combinations of the spectral and statistical components we can easily derive the ≷ components from (C5). We will now calculate the Wigner-transform of (C5) in the Boltzmann approximation. That is, in each of the functions in (C5) we neglect the deviation of the corresponding center coordinate from X ≡ X xy . For instance:
In this approximation the integration over u and v induces a simple relation between the momenta q 1 = q 2 = q 3 ≡ q. Integration over the relative coordinate s induces an additional constraint q = p. Therefore we obtain:
This completes the calculation of the Winger transform.
is the statistical propagator of the complex b-field.
Because of the presence of L ∆B , the Noether current is in general not conserved. Its divergence reads
The expression in the last line can be evaluated by using the Kadanoff-Baym equations for the complex scalar field. These can be derived analogously to the system (B20) of Kadanoff-Baym equations for the real scalar fields. They read
We use the notations of Ref. [2] here. In particular, the statistical propagator D F and the spectral function D ρ of the complex field are defined analogously to Eq. (B14). The upper equations possess an equivalent representation in terms of the antiparticle propagators
and antiparticle self-energiesΣ F,ρ (defined analogously). The Kadanoff-Baym equations for the antiparticles then take the same form as Eqs. (E4), except for the replacement D →D and Σ →Σ. The Kadanoff-Baym equations for D F andD F can now be used to evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. (E3),
By using the retarded and advanced propagators
as well as analogous definitions for the antiparticle propagators, we finally find the following equation of motion for the toy-baryon current:
So far, the derivation is quite general and the upper equations are formally fulfilled even in the exact theory. To obtain a closed system we have to express the self-energies in terms of the two-point functions. In the Kadanoff-Baym formalism the self-energies are obtained by functional differentiation of the 2PI effective action. Approximations can be obtained by truncating the 2PI functional, for example at a certain loop order. This leads to so-called Φ-derivable approximations, which are conserving, i.e. they automatically respect the conservation laws of the full theory [33, 81] . This means that, in the limit of vanishing B-violation, the baryon current obtained in the Kadanoff-Baym formalism is indeed conserved at any loop order of the 2PI functional. The structure of the 2PI effective action in two-loop approximation can be read off the diagram in Fig. 2 (a) :
Differentiating the effective action with respect to the two-point function of the complex scalar field we obtain
The statistical and spectral components of the self-energy are given by
The upper expressions, together with the KadanoffBaym equations (E4), as well as the corresponding equations for the toy-Majorana fields (B20) and (13) , form a closed system of equations. Inserting their solutions into Eq. (E8) yields the time-evolution of the toy-baryon asymmetry
Equation (E8) takes memory and quantum off-shell effects into account in a very general way, and is valid even very far from thermal equilibrium. Furthermore, due to the self-consistency it implicitly resums a large number of multiparticle scattering processes. However, this feature also makes the (numerical) solution of the full equations difficult. In a typical leptogenesis scenario one is interested in a situation where the deviations from equilibrium are comparably mild. In this case, it is possible to obtain simplified evolution equations for the asymmetry from Eq. (E8). In the following, we will show that the resulting equations are equivalent to those obtained from the kinetic evolution equations of the particle distribution function, provided both are based on the identical truncation of the 2PI effective action.
the upper equation, and using Eq. (B15), we obtain
where all propagators are evaluated at (t ′ , t, k). In the limit of vanishing CP-violation, i.e. for Im(g i g * j ) = 0, the Eq. (E22) possesses a baryon-symmetric solution for which D F =D F , D ρ =D ρ (see Appendix F), and n B = 0 at all times. For an initial state which is asymmetric, the terms proportional to Re(g i g * j ) tend to wash out the asymmetry and would, in flat space-time, asymptotically drive n B → 0.
Here, we are interested in the opposite situation. This means, we want to answer the question whether n B (t) can deviate from zero at some instant of time although it vanishes initially, n B (t = 0) = 0. Any change of n B with time requires, of course, nonzero B-violation (i.e. g i = 0), since n B would correspond to a conserved charge otherwise. Additionally, from Eq. (E22), we see that the generation of an asymmetry also requires Im(g i g * j ) = 0, i.e. nonvanishing CP -violation. Finally, a deviation from thermal equilibrium is required, since otherwise timetranslation invariance would require n B (t) to be equal to its initial value at all times. Thus, the quantum evolution equation (E22) obtained from the 2PI two-loop approximation is in accordance with the Sakharov conditions. In general, we therefore expect that n B (t) can deviate from n B (0) = 0 for some t > 0, if Im(g i g * j ) = 0 and if the system deviates from equilibrium 8 . In order to make this statement more quantitative, we consider a Taylor expansion of Eq. (E22) around the initial time t = 0. The first nonvanishing contribution turns out to be of order four,
Thus, for a symmetric initial state with n B (0, k) = 0, an asymmetry can arise if Im(g 1 g *
2 ) = 0, as expected, and if ∂ t (G 12 − G 21 )| t=t ′ =0 = 0. The latter condition is, however, not necessary. If ∂ t (G 12 − G 21 )| t=t ′ =0 = 0 and n B (0, k) = 0, the leading term reads Consequently, the full quantum evolution equations support the observation that an asymmetry can be generated from self-energy-type contributions to the CP -violating decays. 
i.e. this matrix is symmetric. This is also true for the spectral, statistical, retarded and advanced self-energies that can be derived from (F6).
Appendix G: One-loop integral
Here we calculate the one-loop self-energy integrals given in Eq. (33),
evaluated for an on-shell momentum p = (E i , p) where
. We have omitted the superscript 's' here since the calculation applies also to baryonically asymmetric states. We first consider L ρ . Inserting the quasiparticle approximation for the complex field, see Eq. (7), and the Kadanoff-Baym ansatz
where we have used a manifestly Lorentz-covariant notation. In the rest-frame of the medium u = (1, 0, 0, 0). Note that only the poles with k 0 > 0 and p 0 − k 0 > 0 contribute since p 0 > M i > 2m. The integration over k 0 is trivial due to the Dirac-δ in the first line. In order to perform the remaining integrations, we express the integrand in the rest-frame of the decaying "heavy neutrino", for which p ′ = (M i , 0) and 
where r = (1 − 4m 2 /M 2 i ) 1/2 . After integrating over |k|, one obtains
If the medium is approximately symmetric, f b ≃ fb, we can write the result in the form presented in Eq. (34) . Let us now turn to L h . As above, we insert the Kadanoff-Baym ansatz for D F and use the quasiparticle approximation for D ρ , yielding
In the quasiparticle limit, one can express D h ≡ ReD R in the form
where P denotes the principal value. As above, we evaluate the integral in the rest-frame of the decaying particle. The result of the calculation reads
The vacuum contribution, which corresponds to the limit f b , fb → 0, depends only on p 2 due to Lorentz invariance of the vacuum state. It is logarithmically divergent. However, after renormalization, only the difference L 
where r µ = (1 − 4m 2 /µ 2 ) 1/2 . For an approximately symmetric state, the medium contribution can be written as
Mi [E i + |p| cos Θ] in the limit m → 0. By introducing spherical coordinates and substituting |k| for E, we obtain ), we obtain the result stated in Eq. (46) .
